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Your Own Oasis
Choose a pool and patio design that reflects
your favorite way to enjoy the elements
BY

TOP: When aiming for true outdoor luxury, don’t
be afraid to pull out all the stops. A lazy river
encircling the main pool delights swimmers of all
ages, while a grotto of flowing water provides a
dramatic effect. (buildredrock.com)
ABOVE: This 6-foot-tall towel valet provides a
shelf for fresh linens, a hamper below to stow
laundry and zippered curtains to protect it from
the elements. $370 (bedbathandbeyond.com)

CARLY SCHOLL

P

hoenicians have perfected the art of outdoor living, and our poolscapes
are a reflection of that lifestyle. Here are three trends that will make
your waterside relaxing and entertaining even more enjoyable.

LIVING THE GOOD LIFE

To capitalize on the Southwest’s lengthy warm-weather seasons and natural
beauty, consider taking a resortlike approach to transforming your pool area
into the ultimate vacation spot.
“The weather is begging you to come outside and enjoy it for seven to
eight months of the year,” says Rick Chafey, co-owner of Mesa-based Red
Rock Pools & Spas. “We also have living spaces that are still relatively
spread out, allowing us to create some of the most luxurious outdoor environments in the nation.” And when it comes to dreaming up a true getaway
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ABOVE: Measuring
83" in diameter, the
Kalife Loveseat is
perfect for communal
poolside lounging in
total comfort. The
sophisticated woven
polyester structure
features cheerful
cushions in Sunbrella
fabrics that can endure
hot summers and cold
winters alike. $11,460
(sifas.com)
ABOVE RIGHT: Oilrubbed copper fire
pots flicker atop a
panoramic fountain
that cascades into the
pool, creating an
ambient atmosphere
where fire and water
merge in harmony.
$1,500/pot.
(bobewaterandfire.com)

in your own backyard, the most important aspect
to consider is how every inch can be utilized for
enjoyment. “One of the first concepts that reflects
a destination vibe is the creation of multiple spaces,
some intimate, some more group-related,” explains
Chafey. “When you step into a luxury resort, you
often see separate areas for sunbathing, large fire
pit areas, swim-up bars and spas. And then there
are water features, fire features and lighting systems that go beyond the expected. The trick is to
create something truly unique that not only looks
luxurious but also complements the architecture
of the home.”
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For patio furnishings, look for quality-made
items that will last several seasons in the sun, and
will enhance the look of your design scheme. Oversized woven aluminum furniture beckons guests to
enjoy a variety of lounging options, and a plethora
of vibrant cushions and pillows makes seating
arrangements look fresh and inviting. Accessories
such as towel valets and artisan-made fire features
exude opulence and can help define separate areas
throughout your yard. “One thing is for sure,” notes
Chafey, “the right outdoor environment can make
even an average home feel like a resort and can take
away the stress and grind of everyday life.”

Flanking the grotto
boulder structure,
cantilevered hanging
decks perch in front of
symmetrical waterfalls.
(buildredrock.com)
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LESS IS MORE

Enjoy your favorite tunes while outdoors.
This Bluetooth-compatible waterproof
speaker is a fun addition to pool parties,
and its geometric silhouette and cheerful
teal exterior elevate it from tech necessity
to trendy art piece. $80 (frontgate.com)

The popular minimalism trend is also influencing outdoor living in the form
of streamlined, contemporary exterior furnishings, in addition to pool design.
“Minimalism allows the elements to take center stage,” says Kris Kesler, CEO
and principal designer at Phoenix-based firm Bobé Water & Fire Features.
“For example, our Vanishing Edge pool system lends itself to this philosophy by
creating a clean, simplified landscape without all of the physical noise.”
By eliminating superfluous details and decor, your yard has room to breathe
and capitalize on surrounding nature to provide organic allure. When it comes
to patio furniture and accessories, minimalism focuses on the importance of
both form and function. Choose interesting, modern pieces that are not only
aesthetically appealing, but can serve multiple purposes. Lightweight resin
lounge chairs can be used on a pool ledge, perched on the lawn or moved to the
patio with ease. An artisanal wooden diving board makes a stunning poolside
focal point and can serve as a platform for ambient lighting while entertaining
outdoors. If you stick with the clean lines of pared-down furniture and add
in a few colorful, unique items, your yard will elicit a calm, clean atmosphere
every time you step outside.
RIGHT: Upgrade your umbrella to a
round sunshade in shocking pink. At
78"H by 60" in diameter, the
customizable structure is fitted with
Sunbrella Suncloth fabric and can be
easily adjusted for maximum sun
protection. Price upon request.
(brownjordan.com)

Forget the pool deck; the only visible divider between the water’s surface
and the grass edge in this Vanishing Edge design is a sliver of marine grade
steel. (bobewaterandfire.com)
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ABOVE: Crafted from high-grade polyethylene
resin, these sleek, contoured lounge chairs are
the perfect companion for in-pool relaxation.
Submerge them on a shallow pool ledge up to
10-15 inches deep and enjoy the best of both
worlds. Available in 11 UV8-rated colors that
won’t fade in the sun. $749 (shopboxhill.com)
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MODERN MEDITERRANEAN
Drawing inspiration from the cerulean waters of
the Mediterranean Sea is a surefire way to infuse
your pool area with exotic elan, and choosing patio
accents with a blend of modernity and classic southern European style will complete your own private Riviera. “Successfully blending modern with
old-world charm comes down to two strategies,”
explains Kirk Bianchi, owner of Phoenix-based
landscape and pool design firm Bianchi Design.
“First, let the overall layout and form be driven by
clean lines, proportion and optimal functionality,

Bright tangerine-colored patio furniture connotes
the vibrant hues of the Italian or Spanish coasts, but
the simple lines and durable aluminum frames add a
stylish twist to a typical European theme.
$699-$1,199 (storimodern.com)

Complete with graceful aqueduct-style arches and sparkling blue mosaic tiles that deepen the water’s azure hue, this poolscape
delivers the classic elements of a seaside Mediterranean manor with the comforts of a modern, functional home. Infinity-edge
construction mimics the boundless horizon of the sea in your own backyard. (bianchidesign.com)
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Enliven a patio table or pool deck with a trio of candle lanterns in shades
reminiscent of surf, sun and sand. $160 (todayspatio.com)

which tends to produce an understated and edited
layout. Second, clad the design with finishes that
are rustic and handmade, to soften and evoke a
sense of antiquity.”
With these professional parameters in mind,
consider embellishing your pool deck with classically inspired clay pottery brimming with brightly
hued flowers, which can then be enhanced by contemporary patio furniture with fun character and
color. Mixing Spanish, Italian and French design
elements with modern items with maximum efficiency will elevate your design scheme from tootraditional to charmingly up-to-date.
Regardless of what style best suits your home and
yard, make sure each element—from the patio furnishings to building materials—enhances your
enjoyment of the great outdoors. Whether you’re
hosting alfresco dinner soirees or summertime pool
parties, your landscape should communicate your
household’s favorite way to savor the landscape.

Evoke the aura of Southern Italy or the Greek islands with a collection of clay pottery. Stunning when
bursting with flowers, or as a clever cache for pool toys and towels. $63-$815 (plantstandaz.com)

See Sources.
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